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LIMIT ON Ve MASS FROM OBSERVATION OF TEE B~A DECAY OF MOLECULAR TRITIUM

J. F. WTLKERSON*+, T. J. BOWLES*, J, L.
T

~$, R. G, H, ROBER~(_jN”,
G. J, STEPHENSON, JR.*, and D. L. WARK*

Phyqics KYvision, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545.

D. A. KNAPP

Physics Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laborat.c-y, Livexmore, CA 94550,

We report the most sensitive upper limit set on the m6ss of the electron antineutrino, The upper limit of
9.4 eV (95% confidence level) was obtained from a study of the shape of the beta decay spectrum of free
molecular tritium. Achieving such a level of sensitivity required precise determinations of all processes
that modify the shape of the obsemed spectrum. This result iei in clear disagreement with a reported
value for the mass of 28(5) eV.

1. INTRODUCTION

That the mass of the electron neutrino (or

antineutrino; we make no distinction here) cwld

be determined from the shape of beta spectra has

been known since Fermi’e formulation of the

theory of beta decay. In 1981, a group at the

InstituW for Theoretical and Experimental

Physics (lTEP) in Moscow reported 1 horn their

study of the tritium spectmm that Ve had a mass

of 35 eV, with revolutionary implications fur

particle physics and cosmology, More reccllt

ITWP work2 has reduced this value slightly to 26(5)

eV, with a “model-independent” range of 17 tc 40

eV. Fritschi et al,:) found in a similar type of
experiment at the Uruveraity of Zurich an upper

limit of !9 eV, and other measurement have

neither confirmed nor contradicted these
workN,405 Both the Ztir]ch rind ITEP experrmenta

htive very high stat] etlcal accuracy, and the

difference between the two results must be a

consequence of systematic effects.

The Nygtematlc efT’ectswhwh ult.er the observed

nhnpe of the beta spectrum IJrrrwfrom a vnnety of
. .—..—— . . ——.-----..—
●PhvmcH I) IVIHIOII. ‘Smakor $Thp~mt.ira] [)iv18ion

physical processes: decays t.a excited atomic states

in the residual molecule, energy-losses in the

source, instrumental resolution, and energy

efficiency of the measurement system, .Making an

accurate determination of the ve mass requires

not only acquiring sufficient statistics, but also

that all these systematic proceme~ be thoroughly

understood and accountad for, For example, the

disagreement between the Ziirich and ITEP

experiments most probably originates from

insufilcient knowledge abo~t the systematic etTects

that Ase fkom the multi-electron source

materials used, for which molecular structure

calculations are difficult to carry out ta the

neceosfiry precision

Unlike other experiments presently in

operation, our experiment at the Los AlnmoM

National Laboratory makes usc of MgaseouR
source of T2 to capitalize on the simplicity of th(’

two-electro[, symtem, When tntium decay~ to ‘)Hv.

the orbital electrons arc no longer in an m~ensuit(’

and dmtribuu thenuwlven over the meto!”

‘I)rvnc!lt addrutw, I)vtmrt!nont. or i’hv~lcs,
(Inlvcrsltv of ( )xfi)rd, oxford Llnitmd Kln~dom, OX 1 3N1).



eigenatates of the residual molecule, The

resulting energy spread impressed on the

outgoing beta must be very precisely calculated (at

the 1% level J lf serious errors in interpreting the

data are to be avoided. Such calculations can be

carried out with some confidence for atomic and

mclecular triti um, but with far less certainty for

mul ci-electron solid sources. Use of a gaseous

source also confers the advantages of minimal

and well understood energy-loss corrections, and

no backscatt.er corrections. Thus the gaseous

source minimizes systematic uncertainties, but it

is technically mo,.e difficult, and statistical

accuracy can be hard to obtain, Fixw!ly, achieving

a sensitivity to neutrino mass on the order of 10 eV

has required us to perform a series of

measurements ta characterize the instrumental

resolution fb.nction, the energy 10ss in the source,

and the energy efficiency of the analyzing system.

2 B~.* SPECTRUM ~ METHOD

In an earlier paper5 we described our

apparatus briefly and reported the initial,

ewentially statistics limited result obtained with

it: Ve <27 eV at 95% confidence level (CL).

Sensitiwty to neutrino mass increases extremely

slowly with data acquisition time, roughly as the

fiflh root so it was clear that significant

Improvement in the limit could only transpire

through an increase in the claw. rates. To this

end, we have mtidc a number of improvements,

thv princrpul onc being the replacement of the

simple tilnglc-ulenlc’nt proportional counter in tble

spwtron]v~tr with H W-pad SI micro~trip detector

tirrav, Addltlonu] detall~ on these irripruvement~,
cum b{’found vlwwht’rv ‘) ‘1’hewow data rritc IH

ri~lwt+trmtt~ higher thun pruv~ol!sly, and thv

~lgrlu]-t[~-l)ul:k~[)ur~d uIN)I,. thv wime or bi’t.tv.

‘I%(It)~’ta~prctrum INfrrrmcd by netting the

~p(wtron]i~tor to urlt~lv~,vI! fixed rnomcnturn

35 seconds, at the end of which a 1024-channel

spectrum tim the Si energy-integrating source

monitnr uetect.or and the contents of cma.lersused

in dead-time correction are written to disk after

the event-mode data. A&r every 5 data pcinta, a

calibration mess u.rement at the voltage farthest
fim the endpoint (i.e. the highest voltage) is

taken to monitor etabili~. Data voltages are

repeated in random order with a frequency that

weighta the parts of the spectrum most significant

~ de~rmining the neutrino mass. Data are

recorded in sets of between 6800-13700

measurements. Before and aflar a tritium data

eet, the 17820-eV Kamvemion line of &l~m is

scanned and recorded two or three times to

determine the instrumental resolution and

spectrcm.eter energy.

Analyois of the data begins with manual

creation of a set of “windows” on the energy

cpectra from the individual pads. The windows

include most of the counts fiwm 23-keV electrons

from the source, and exclude the bulk of the

background counte from tn tium in the

spectrometer.
Each pad receives counts comesponding to n

slightly different momentum, the total range

being about 100 eV in energy ftom one end of the

detector to the other, The data is t!lus organimd

by summing counts from corresponding pads on

each wafer to form 12 spectra, each ind~penden(lv

83Krm spectrum similarly form~dcalibrated by a

The “raw” tritium spectra can be compared to th~

theoretical spectrum modified by corrections for
the finrd-stib npPctrurn,inmt.rumenta] reenll.ltlon.

energy loss, and uppuratua efflnerwy Thv

neutrino mane and itn vnritincc urr dc@rmlnud5

2 dlstrlbution~ ~vrlorntt,dfrom t.tw shupe of tho E

fmm frtn to tho 12 npwtrw.



the greatest in!Yuence on the observed tritium

spectrum. Calculations from a number of

independent groups 1“.avebeen &eport.ed for the

decay of T2 in the sudden approximation. The

Matin-Cohen (MC) calculation’ is truncated at 94

eV excitation, the Quantum Theory Project (QTP)

calcu.lation8’9 is truncated at 184 eV and the

Agren-Camavetta cdculatio.’” at 90 eV. The last

calculation has not yet been utilized in the

analysis of our data, The MC and QTP

calculations are in very ood accord, the latter (the
!one we adopt) giving mv 8 eV2 larger owing to its

greater range. The MC maculation omits 1.3% of

the strength, while the QTP one omits 0,5%, and

the distribution of this strength is responsible for

the difference between the variances, 545 eV2 and

617 eV2, respectively, and the sum-rule result of

Kapi~ ar~d Smelov, 11 1110 eV2, Despite this

large difference, the effect on neutrino maas is

actually rather small, as we have found by

simulating the missing 0,5 % of strength with

discrete and continuous distributions that satisfy

the sum rule, ,In upward correction to mv2 of

20( 10) eV2 for the strength miming in the QTP

calculation results,

The sudden approximation neglects the direct

interaction between the outgoing beta and the

orbital electrons. This “reecattering” contribution

wns first exarruned, for atomic T, by Williams and

Koonin12, who found changes ltw than 0,1% in

the branching rtttiw. Certain corrections noted by

I)rukarev l:) ttnd by Arafune 14 reduced those

chung?~ ~t.ill furtht’r, but we ob~wve that

Willlams und Koonln erroneoutdy truncated their

pMrtIM1-wttvPr~plirlslon ot ( = O rather than [ = 87,

ttnd they do nut then’fore rule out nigniftutnt

effects ln]tlnl ctdculutlon~ fur the atom by

l“rinr]5 h~v~ now hum followed by Mc(’ttrthy 16 for

ttw ‘1’2molecul[I, ‘1’hccalcul[!tlon~ for the

nmlocuhl w(’rr currlrd (IUI In ttw llmIt of lnelu~tlc

excitutiol) of un orhltd electron lrtto the

continuum with Nn (’n~’rgv Inrgr compared to ]ts

binding energy. Such a model is useful in this

application because of the weighting of large

inelasticities in the variance, and we find the T2

rescattexing contribution w be less than 2 eV2.

Finally, we note the corrections we apply to the

beta spectrum for final state effects t+om the two-

electron THe+ ion am the only @or corrections

that rely w%c.a!culatione ad not direct

measurements.

92 ktzuncmt%l IWmOluthmfulx?tion

Measurement of the instrumental resolution is

accomplished by circulating 83Krm (from the

dewy of 33Rb) through the source and recording

the nominaUy monoenergetic K-conversion line at

17820(3) eV. This single calibration is sufficient

because, in our apparatus, the spectrometer is

alwaya set to analyze the same momentum, and

opectra are obtined simply by ecanning the

acceleration voltage applied ta the source.

Conversion lines are accompanied by shakeup

and shakeoff satellites, and, rather than rely on

model dependent calculations for their positions

and intensities, we have earned out a K-shell

photoionization measurement on Kr at the

Stanford Synchrotrons Radiation Laboratory

(SSRL). 17 ExceUont agreement between the

shapes of the spectra is obtained when the slightly

bettm-resolution photoionization ep~ctrum is

convoluted with a Gaunaian to match the internul-

conversion d~ta. Mont important, e long Wil (2 x

104 eV 1) observed ii) ‘h? dati but not prdicted by

theory is shotvll tu be t. part of the Kr Bpectrum
f~d not i~tnmentul ), A more det.uiled

description of this work is giveu elsewhere. 17,1H

We have employed thrtw independent fltt.]11~

tochniqueti tn parumomn:w and detirmir(’ ttw

Intttrumont.td rcftolutlon function from th(’ Kr

convcr~ion Imo mettnurcrnent. The rmultllw

di~tributlons ttrl$ tthown in Figurr 1 In ol}v

method we tit M the dmgrmn Ilnc ttnd fir~t

ntttcdhtmt of t.h(’ Kr Mpoctrum for which t.hv
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FIGURE 1,
Comparison of resolution functions for three
independent fitting methods.

theoretical description appears w be good (solid

line ), in another we used a maximum entropy

technique (dashed line), and in the 6nal method

we used information about the SSRL resolution

function and measured phot.oionization spectrum

to extract the instrumental resolution function

(dotUd line). For two of the methods, we found

that a sllghtly skewed Gaussian with kurtosin

described the instrumental resolution function

well. The maximum entropy deconvolutirm

requires no mwumptron about the functional form,

The resu)ts from the three analyais techniques

methods were m excellent agreement with the

secorld moments of the dlstnbution~ agreeing to

bettor than 1“; , which translut.e~ to changes of

2 Wt?t?lI 1.1 Km” t ~ n the different diotnbutione of lew

then 2 eV2. Bwwd on the the (humian varianceti

hetwpon tiw 12 Independent npectra obtained for J

each data set we estimated an uncertainty in the

width and kurtasis of 12 eV2 and an uncertainty of

‘he akewnes~ of 6 eV2.

A measurement of the spectrum of thermal

electrons from the source region accelerated to 19

keV Bhowed etidence for a weak tail of 7 x 10-6 eV
1, and the Kr data alao shows evidence of

marginal statistio :J significance for a residual

tail at about this level. This residual tail being

presumably of instrumental origin, we take the

instrumental resolution to include an added flat

tail of 7 x 10-6 e~~ extending to 350 eV. The effect

of the added tail on %2 is 15 eV2, and we

aeaociati a 15 eV2 uncertainty with it.

69haz’gy tihthesOuzwe

Electrons Ioae energy by inelastic scattering as

they spir~l through the source gas. The cross

eection differential in energy has been constructed

f+oru various data, as described previously, 5 The

total inelastic crwsa section is very tightly

constrained by the Liu sum rule 19m&

00 = 3<474(11) x 10-18-2 at 18 ~ ke”

The gas-density profile in the source is

determined by kinetic theory from the measured

throughput of gas scavenged by pumps into a

calibrated volume, given the dimermions and

temperature !130K) of the source tube. For each
electron launched at coorchnate z at an angle 8, u

mean superficial density n(e,z) cart be computed

by Monte Carlo methods. Plural interactions huvu

a Poisson dim-ibution related to the elementary

mwn densitie~ and cmsfi eection. The enerw-lo~ti

sp(~ctrum becomee



the generally small scattering probability and the

very minor role played by plural interactions,

Thus, the no-loss f?action, or number of electrons

which exit the source without in~racting is

91.5%. The stopping power computed with our

differential cross eection (which satisfies the Liu

-16 eV-cm per atom,sum rule) is 0.44 x 10 18%

below the Buthe stopping power. 20 This difference

represents the major uncertainty in the calculated

energy-loss estimates.

To ver-ifi and test these calculations, a

simultaneous measurement of the titium beta

spectrum and the Kr conversion line spectrum

waB made, The source contineci both molecular

tritium gae, at ita standard operating pressure,

and Kr gas, The first step in the analysis

procedure was to fit to the portion of the tritium

sWctrum that occurred at higher energies than

the Kr conversion line. Using this fit, the tritium

component was then removed tlom all of the data

leaving or,ly the Kr contribution, which had

experienced energy loss in the tritium source.

Ths remairung Kr spectrwm was then compared

with no-energy lcFIeI’I data that was convolved

with the calculiited energy loss spectrum

descrrbed curlier,

Thu initial comparison of the~e data beta

indicated thut calculated energy loss estimation

was reasonable, However, a X2 search ta

determine the opt]murn meuured energy IOMI

revealed that the actual energy Ioaa was slightly

lower then [Ixptwted, The no-lo~s fraction ht.trwdon

the direct ‘1’2+ fir meilnurement was follnd U)be

9~15’4, ur 2’1 higher then the calculttted vnlue

( )ne woul(i pvrhup~ conmder th:~ a negli Klble

difTvrvnc(’, hut Its effwt m mv2 IH 26 -V2,

:L4ik?r’gydMalX’yoftb@apparatutl

‘1’hl’sIIIIill vnnutlon of upp~rutus offlcl[ IICy

with uccol~$rutlt)ll voltltuv lntroduc(*Mn Spof,.tr}ll

dIstiIrt IIJI\ thnt cIin Influ PnrII the n~utrlno nmns

derivwi It IS ruNt(~mury to pnrl]molerlm thig w~th

{implrlt’~llly dl$tvr!nlnv!i Iltlr;lr t!nd quudrutlc

correction tm-ms al and a2 ;.n the spectrum. In

our apparatus both the spectrometric data and the

monitor data are subject ta efficiency corrections.

The monitor efficiency timction may easily be

measured by phttingits rate, corrected for source

pressure, against acceleration voltage, but there is

nc comparable method for the spectrometric data.

In both previous and present analyses of our

tritium data we allow either al or a2 to be free fit

parameters. (Our earlier opinion5 that

optimization of the transmission at the endpoint

would produce only even order terms is incorrect

because the optimization applies ta total electron

energy, not acceleration voltage. ) Because of the

limited energy range of the tritium data sets, 2650

eV or lees, fits using either the linear or quadratic

term are equally good and it is impossible to

distinguish the between them using goodness of fit

criteria. However, fitting both parameter
2

simultaneously is not wttrrantid because S per

degree of freedom is worse.

In order w reduce the uncertainty resulting

from our incomplete understanding of the

eystem’s energy efhciency a number of

independent studies were earned out: Monte

Carlo simulation of our transport system,

meu~urernents of the tntiurn spectrum ovvr tin

extended energy region (9000. 18000 eV),

rneasurementa of add]tlonal Kr conversion und

Auger !ine~ at 7403, 7624,9035,9110, 10800, and

12370 e’t, and a systematic analysls of the
2 to tho energysensitivity of mv efficiency

parumetors.

The sm~ulation studies prc.vcd ta be rtlthvr

input d~pcndcnt mth vunation~ of over a f“nctor of

two for nmall chan~en In the input pnrunloters

The wld~ ~can tntium and addltlomil Kr

nmtt~urvrrwnl~ wer(’ In Kood ugrtwmont with thu

1.1.1 or rx tcrm~ dctcrrnlnvd fr~)mho~t fit~ to tht’2
tntlum dutu. Howl’ver, slnrv thesv

me~#uren~ents Itickod tho hlgtl ~t.ut]~tlr~ ~Jf’tll~,

nctud trrtlum dotii wtri In ttw endp it rwntm,
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PIGURE 2.
Energy efficiency neutrirm mass dependence
truncation study.

they were not very sensitive tests of the energy

efficiency in the region of interest,

The most effective means of determining g the

2 to the energy efficiencysensitivity of ~

parameters proved ta be the systematic study of

the actual tntium data sets. ‘I’he basic algorithm

w~s ta determine the best linear (quadradic) fit for

th enure data set. Then, tius term was held

constant, while a serie~ of fits were made to

increasing>’ truncated data sets. The results of

these analyses are shown in Figure 2, From, this

analysis one concludes that the relative

invariance of neutnno mass with truncated data

sets Indicates that the bmtftt energy efficiency

parameters are reasonable representations of the

lwtual enrrgy efllaency of the system (an example

of u pour representation IS tilso shown in the

tlgurcj, (’letirly, t!.,ere is no stausti?al difference

for mv2 between the Iim+ar and quadratic fitn,

furthermore HH 011( ruduws the crwrgy region fit

the Bensltlwty of mv2 U)the energy efficiency IN

corr~Mpondlngl.v reducwl without wwnfiong
2otat]wlcul wvunt]wty to nit, For thin ream.

trur)mmi daw wts wrr used to detmrmne ttw

I?)OHI r(!lltihlc value for m 2
1’

Because linear and quacira~c corrections

produce slightly different neutrino mzqses, we

take the conservative viewpoint that we do not

know which is the correct description of the

curvature, and that the two choices are but a

selection horn a large variety o? possible efficiency

functions. Our best estimate of %2 is then the

average of the al and a2 fits determined using all

three data sets. The uncertainty associated with

the e5ciency comection i.s the difference between

the al and a2 beetfit-2 valuea, resulting in a !jo

eV2 systematic uncertainty.

a60tlXw-@Warr@b

There are contributions to the tntium

linewidth not contied in the Kr calibration. The

partition of recoil energy between internal and

translational degrees of f+eedom of the THe+ ion

cantrihutm38 a variance of 9 x 10-2 eV2. Zero-point

vibrational motion in the T2 molecule 21 ~d

thermal motion create Doppler broadening of

variance 4 x 10-4 and 4 x 10-2 eV2, respectively.

These contributions are negligible,

Experimental tes~ of a number of possible

sources of systematic error were conducted. Low-

prestnwe T2 gas in magnetic and electric fields

twggests the production of T+, ‘1’2+,and T3+ ions,

and T* and T2* metaatdes, in the source region,

Positive iona are trapped in the source by the

arrangement of fields and can escape only by

migrating across field iines throuhh scattm-ing

and charge exchange. Trapped ious were sought

in two differer~ experiments, one 22 in which

83Krm and T2 were introduced simultaneously

inta the source, and the mcond in which T2 was

introduced directly inta the occe’.eration-Kap

region rather than the sourre midpoint, in

neither case were trapped ions neen, ~~t~dthe
-4second experiment eeti a Iln-ut of 5 x 10 on ti,e

rstio of ions to neutrals, corms
r

riding to un

ex( IM variance of order 0.2 eV l’h~l crom

mectionn for the production of metantah]es aro



lower than for ions, and their lifetimes in the

source are shorter, owing to wall collisions.

Another test was to search for electrons

scattered into the beam from the walls (which are

highly contaminated with tntium). The

apparatus waa designed with a guard region

“&tween the wall and the part of the gas visible to

the spectrometer equal to two or more electron

radii, so that two consecutive scatters would be

needed for an electron to enter the beam. Helium

gas was introduced inti the apparatus (hydrogen

would have exchanged with the tritium) afbw

tntium had been pumped away, and scattered

electrons were sought in the spectrometer, As

expected, none was seen, at a level of IOA of the

source strength.

4. ANALYSIS OF DATA

Three separak data sets were acquired using

the procedures described in section 2, Table 1 lists

a summary of information about the three data

sets. Note that the 8/88 and 8189A data sets were

acquired with as similar operating conditions as

possible, while the 8/89B data set was intentionally

taken at a different acceleration voltage as a check

of possible systematic effects arising from the

operating parameters. The maximum-likelihood

procedure described earlier5 was used w obtain

values for %2, EO, amplitude, background, and

al or a2. These results, and their la statistical

uncertainties, are alao Listad in the table.

In Table 2 we List the estimated uncertainties

(l-u) in %2 from all sources. We have not at this

time considered all relevant contributions to the

uncertainty in the endpint energy, Eo. In

principle, a usefi.d test of the reliability of tritium

beta decay experiments is the value obtained for

the 3H - 3He mass difference. our present

endpoint energy is in good agreement with the one

we obtained previously, and with some other

experiments, but independent experimental

info, mation on the mass dilTerence is not decisive

yet. 22

TABLE 1. Results fmm analysis of Au
Y

t, 1988 (8/88) and August 1989 dati sets (lY89A and 8/89B ) ;
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TABLE 2. Contributions (eV2) to the

uncertainty in ~2 at one standard deviation.

Analysis:

statistics 55

Beta monitor statistics, dead time 5

Energy Loss.

18% in theoretical spectrum shape: 15

5% Uncertainty in source density 4

Resolution

Width E-2

Skewness 6

Tail 15

Final states

Differences between theories 8

Region above truncation point 10

Rescattenng 5

Apparatus Efficiency

Linear vs QuadratL xl

Total m

In Figure 3, we plot the residuals for the fit

near the endpoint for mv = O and 30 ev, from

which it may be seen qualitatively that a 30-eV

mass is rejected. That conclusion is borne out

quantitatively when all uncertainty components

are considered. The begt. fit value of the neutrino
2 The threemass tiquared is -147 +1-55 +/- 58 eV ,

runs are distributed as expected for the 55-eV2

statistical uncert.wnty, but the central value is

about 1,8 standard dewationa below zero when the

statistical mid ~ystematlc uncertainties are added

in quadrature The probabli]ty of such a result

occumng by chance IS 3.3%, rather low. When

the true value ota p~rameter i~ known to be

excluded from somv re~on, classical statistics

cannot be used for sut~ng confidence limits on it,

but u 13tivcsian approach i~ applicable.23 One

finds un upper limit of 9.4 eV on the neutnno

4r-

-i~
18300 18700

Energy (eV)

FIGURE 3.
Residuals in fits to neutnno masses of O (top) and
30 eV (bottom), All other parameters including al
have been allowed ta vary,

mass tit the 95% confidence level. If the measured

value were to be shifl.ed arbitrarily to O (leaving the

variance unchanged) the corresponding upper

Iinut would be 12,5 eV.

& DISCUSSION OF R.lEWL’IW

A reor.dt lying 1,8 e~dard deviations into the

non-physical region may be due to a) an

improbable event, b) underestimate of a known

~ystem.atlc uncertainty, c) an unknown systemtitlc



effect, including physical effects not included in

the atomic or weak-intemcticm models used to

describe the data. Our post-facto tests of the major

known ingredients of the analysis (instrumental

resolution, energy loss, efficiency) have reassured

us thut the known systematic uncertainties have

been appropriately estimated. However, our

inability to calculate the energy efficiency of our

apparatus accumtely fhm first principles is not

presently understood.

There are important theoretical inputs to the

tntium beta decay analysis, not all of which can be

thoroughly tested experimentally, The final-state

spectrum (FSS) has a variance large compared to

147 eV2, and must be very accurately calculated.

That is the PI incipal motivation for using T2 as a

source. Three different groups have calculated

the FSS for T2, and the agreement between them

is at the level of 10 eV2. However, while the

calculations are quite different formally

(especially in their treatment of the continuum),

all make use of the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation and the sudden approximation.

Martin has estimated that inadequacies of the

Born-Oppenheimer approximation are onlyl~t the

24 McCarthy’s calculationslevel of 10-3 eV,

indicate that use of the eudden approximation

entails errors of about 2 eV2.

There is no known means of experimentally

verifjhg the molecular FSS calculations in detail

,Measurements of the branching mtio to the bound

THey ion and of the rovibrational infrared

emission spectrum of THe+ do not confirm the

calculations, but experimental biases are probably

responsible, as discussed by Comcet and

Fournier25, The explicitly calculaki variance of

the FSS (600 eV2 ) falls far below the sum-rule

value (1 109 eV2), but this is an expected

consequence of missing strength (approximately

0,5WC) at Iugh exmtation that, in tiimulatione, has

little effect (<10 PV2) on the neutrino mass. There

IS excellent agreement (0, 1%) between the

energies of quaaibound levels of KHe+ determined

26 and the calculations of Kolosby Schopman et al.

and Peek27 New experiments exploring the FSS

would be very valuable.

The tritium beta spectra have been analyzed in

the framework of conventional Fermi theory with

a single, massive neutrino. Mixing with other

massive or massless left-handed neutrinos does

not lead @ “wrong-sign” effects such as we qee.

Coupling of the electron with some amplitude to

massive neutrinos through an interaction that

violates parity less than rD- !Iy does require

the addition to the theory of a “relativistic spinor”

term 28 This term influences the spectrum as

another contribution ta the resolution, and so

would mimic a “wrongsign” >2, but we have

not attempted to analyxe our data in this context.

Hughes and Stephenaon2g examined the

possibility of tachyonic neutrinos, but concluded

that associated production of tachyons and

bradyons led to solutions of unbounded energy and

were therefore unphysical. Another possibility is

capture of relic neutrinos, which leads to

emission of a monoenergetic electron of energy E.

+ m C2. Our data can be fit as well by such a

pre:~tiption a~ by the (ad hoc) negative %2 used.

‘Tce partial half-life of 3H against such a putative

decay branch is found ta be L4(IO) x 1010 years..

Long though this is, it requires a neutrino

density of order 1017 cm-3, far above plausible

estimates30 in the galaxy (up to 108 cm-3).

A 1.8-standard-deviation discrepancy is not

large enough to warrant recourse to exotic

solutions, and we find in our dote no support for a

neutnno mass larger ‘than 10 eV. This limit IS

$
stron Iy in contradiction @ the result of Lyubimov

et al. [26(5) eV, with a “model-independent’

range of 17 ta 40 eV1. While we cannot identify a

specific reason for this disagreement, we have

noted how ~ensitive the conc!uaiona are to minu~’

details of the final-state spectrum, energy IOM,

resolution, and other eflects, and we venture that



such effects may not be adequately known for

complex solid material

For a value of the Hubble constant of 50

kdshlpc or greater, the eum of neutrino masses

must be at least 22 eV in order to close the

universe. Thus we conclude that the electrun

neutrino cannot close the universe by itself. We

also remark that the time dispersion of neutrino

events from the supernova SN 1987a is not

dominated by neutrino mass, but rather must

reflect the actual cooh.ng of the protmeutron star.

We gratefully acknowledge the help of J. M.

Anaya, C. Doolen, and T. Stephenson in carrying

out these erpefients and D. Sivia for the

maxiumum entropy calculation.
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